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To enable the Shipping Restrictions extension navigate to Stores → Settings →
Configuration → CMINDS → Shipment Restriction.
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To toggle the Extension functionality on set the Enabled option in the General
Settings section to 'Yes', to toggle it off set it to 'No'.
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Click the Save Config button to save the changes.

 
Get more information about the Shipping Restrictions
(https://www.cminds.com/magento-extensions/shipping-
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To set which locations are Restricted and cannot have certain items shipped to them
navigate to Product → Catalog. Here the list of products saved on your store will be
displayed.

Identify the product that you would like to restrict shipping for and click on the
Edit button in the rightmost Action column.
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The detailed product view page will open. Scroll down until you see the Shipment
Restriction Section. Click it to open it if it isn't already open.
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Products can be restricted from being shipped to locations based on:

Zip Code

State

Country

Although it's possible to enter a more than one or all three (restricting by zip code,
state and country) it is unnecessary. If for example you restrict a product from being
sent to the United States then it is automatically restricted from being shipped to
California and any zip codes within California.

Setting Shipping Restrictions for Multiple Products at
once
To restrict multiple products from being shipped to a location at once in the Catalog of
products check the box beside any products that you wish to set restrictions for or
choose 'Select All'
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Then in the Actions box above the table of products choose the Update
attributes option.

Scroll down through the various attributes until you reach the Shipping restrictions
attributes. Click on the Change box below the input field of the attribute(s) you wish
to change, then enter the locations that are to be restricted.
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Click on the Save button on the top right of the window to save the changes.
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A success message will appear above the table of products confirming the number of
records that were updated.
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When visitors to the store attempt to Edit their cart or proceed to checkout when one
or more of the products they've chosen are restricted from being shipped to their
chosen location a message will appear informing them of this.

Checkout Shipping Restriction Warning

The Shipping restriction warning that appears during checkout looks like so...
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The message will appear below the Deliver Address information and Shipping
methods will not appear. Instead the warning message appears in red. Note also that
the Next button will not be selectable until a location that is unrestricted has been
chosen.

Edit Cart Shipping Restriction Warning

The Shipping restriction warning that appears during edit cart looks like so...
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Notice though that in this instance it is possible to Proceed to Checkout, however at
Checkout an unrestricted delivery location will need to be entered for the purchase to
be completed.

To change the messages that appear when restricted locations are chosen click here
(//creativeminds.helpscoutdocs.com/article/1888-shipping-restriction-m2-
customizing-restriction-warning-messages), to see the related article.
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The store administrator has the freedom to customize the warning messages that
appear when visitors enter either a restricted Zip code, State or Country.

To do this navigate to Stores → Settings → Configuration → CMINDS → Shipment
Restriction. Then in the Restriction Messages section you'll find the text fields for
modifying the warning messages.
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You can enter whatever text you like for the Messages you would like to appear for
customers who are attempting to ship a product to a restricted location. 

Below each text box are shortcodes for the product name and the location to allow for
dynamic more understandable messages to be shown to customers. 
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After making the changes you wish to make to the Warning message(s), click Save
Config to save your changes.
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